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Legal Notice
© Cloudera Inc. 2023. All rights reserved.

The documentation is and contains Cloudera proprietary information protected by copyright and other intellectual
property rights. No license under copyright or any other intellectual property right is granted herein.

Unless otherwise noted, scripts and sample code are licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0.

Copyright information for Cloudera software may be found within the documentation accompanying each component
in a particular release.

Cloudera software includes software from various open source or other third party projects, and may be released
under the Apache Software License 2.0 (“ASLv2”), the Affero General Public License version 3 (AGPLv3), or other
license terms.

Other software included may be released under the terms of alternative open source licenses. Please review the
license and notice files accompanying the software for additional licensing information.

Please visit the Cloudera software product page for more information on Cloudera software. For more information on
Cloudera support services, please visit either the Support or Sales page. Feel free to contact us directly to discuss
your specific needs.

Cloudera reserves the right to change any products at any time, and without notice. Cloudera assumes no
responsibility nor liability arising from the use of products, except as expressly agreed to in writing by Cloudera.

Cloudera, Cloudera Altus, HUE, Impala, Cloudera Impala, and other Cloudera marks are registered or unregistered
trademarks in the United States and other countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
Disclaimer: EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED IN A WRITTEN AGREEMENT WITH CLOUDERA,
CLOUDERA DOES NOT MAKE NOR GIVE ANY REPRESENTATION, WARRANTY, NOR COVENANT OF
ANY KIND, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, IN CONNECTION WITH CLOUDERA TECHNOLOGY OR
RELATED SUPPORT PROVIDED IN CONNECTION THEREWITH. CLOUDERA DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
CLOUDERA PRODUCTS NOR SOFTWARE WILL OPERATE UNINTERRUPTED NOR THAT IT WILL BE
FREE FROM DEFECTS NOR ERRORS, THAT IT WILL PROTECT YOUR DATA FROM LOSS, CORRUPTION
NOR UNAVAILABILITY, NOR THAT IT WILL MEET ALL OF CUSTOMER’S BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS.
WITHOUT LIMITING THE FOREGOING, AND TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE
LAW, CLOUDERA EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, QUALITY, NON-INFRINGEMENT, TITLE, AND
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND ANY REPRESENTATION, WARRANTY, OR COVENANT BASED
ON COURSE OF DEALING OR USAGE IN TRADE.

This document has been released as part of a technical preview for features described herein. Technical preview
components are provided as a convenience to our customers for their evaluation and trial usage. These components
are provided ‘as is’ without warranty or support. Further, Cloudera assumes no liability for the usage of technical

preview components, which should be used by customers at their own risk.
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About deploying Hue at the environment level
Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) allows you to deploy Hue at an environment level. Learn about
the advantages and upgrade limitations of deploying Hue at the environment level and some
FAQs that can help you understand more about the feature.

Note: This feature is in technical preview and not recommended for production deployments.
Cloudera recommends that you try this feature in test and development environments.

Advantages of deploying Hue at the environment
level
By deploying Hue at the Virtual Warehouse level, you can manage costs by keeping only those
Virtual Warehouses running which your users need at that time. Data Analysts only need to
know or bookmark one Hue instance URL and are able to run queries on any Virtual Warehouses
available to them.

If you want to isolate the Hue instances, and thereby, the query history and saved queries for
different teams within your organization, then by deploying Hue at the environment level, you
can create multiple Hue instances, each with its own database.

Moreover, the Hue instance deployed at the environment level remains active as long as the
environment is active. Hue instances, along with the query history and saved queries are deleted
when you delete or shutdown a Virtual Warehouse. You can spin up temporary Virtual
Warehouses without causing disruption to the Data Analysts.

Limitations
● In CDW version 1.8.1, you cannot upgrade the Hue instances that are deployed at the

environment level.
● Currently, you cannot move or migrate saved queries and query history from a Virtual

Warehouse-level Hue to an environment-level Hue.
● When you use the Importer to create tables from files in Hue, by default, Hue creates a

Hive table, if Hive is available and uses the first Hive Virtual Warehouse that was created.
You cannot select a Virtual Warehouse using which you want to create a table by
importing a file.
To create an Impala table using the Importer, you must first select the editor type as
Impala, and then click + on the Table Browser.

This document has been released as part of a technical preview for features described herein. Technical preview
components are provided as a convenience to our customers for their evaluation and trial usage. These components
are provided ‘as is’ without warranty or support. Further, Cloudera assumes no liability for the usage of technical

preview components, which should be used by customers at their own risk.
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Understanding access control
You can specify user groups that you would have created in the CDP Management Console,
similar to how you would specify while creating the Virtual Warehouses.

When you specify user groups while creating, both, the Hue instance (at environment level) and
Virtual Warehouses, the subset of users who have access to the Hue instance as well as the
Virtual Warehouse can submit queries through that Virtual Warehouse instance.

If you do not specify user groups while creating a Hue instance (at the environment level), then
all users within your organization can access the Hue UI. If you do not specify user groups for a
Virtual Warehouse, all users within your organization can submit queries through that Virtual
Warehouse.

As a best practice, specify user groups, both, while creating Hue and Virtual Warehouse
instances so that specific users have access to specific compute resources.

FAQs

Can I still use Hue deployed at the Virtual Warehouse level?
Yes, you can continue to access and use Hue from a particular Virtual Warehouse even after
deploying Hue at the environment level. However, you cannot view the query history or saved
queries in Hue that is deployed at the environment level.

Can I create more than one Hue instance at the environment level?
Yes, you can create any number of Hue instances. However, Cloudera recommends that you
deploy a single Hue unless isolating saved queries is a requirement.
When you create more than one Hue instance, each instance has its own database. The Hue
instances deployed at the environment level do not share query history or saved queries.

Can I view queries submitted from other BI tools?
Hue superusers and administrators can view all queries that are submitted from all the Virtual
Warehouse linked to a particular Database Catalog. Other logged-in users can view only their
queries on the Impala Queries and Hive Queries tabs.

Where can I specify advanced Hue configurations (safety valve)?
On a Hue deployed at the environment level, click the more options icon > Edit corresponding to
the Hue instance that you want to configure, go to the CONFIGURATIONS tab, and select
hue-safety-valve from the Configuration files drop-down menu.

This document has been released as part of a technical preview for features described herein. Technical preview
components are provided as a convenience to our customers for their evaluation and trial usage. These components
are provided ‘as is’ without warranty or support. Further, Cloudera assumes no liability for the usage of technical
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Enabling Hue to run at the environment
level
By deploying Hue at the environment level, you can retain the Hue instance with its query history
and saved queries even if the Virtual Warehouses are deleted. You can enable this option by
editing the environment configuration.

Steps
1. Log in to the Data Warehouse service as a DWAdmin.
2. Go to the Environment(s) tab, locate the environment in which you want to enable this

feature, and click the More Options icon > Edit.
3. Go to the CONFIGURATIONS tab, select the Enable Query Editor option, and click Apply

Changes.
A new Query Editor option is added on the left navigation pane on the CDW UI.

Creating a Hue instance at the
environment level in CDW
After you enable the option to deploy Hue at the environment level, you can create any number
of Hue instances. Each Hue instance has its own database. The Hue instances deployed at the
environment level do not share query history or saved queries.

Steps
1. Log in to the Data Warehouse service as a DWAdmin.
2. Click the Query Editor option from the left navigation pane of the CDW UI.
3. Create a query editor instance by clicking Create on the Query Editor page.

The New Query Editormodal is displayed.
4. Specify a name for your query editor instance and select an environment from the

drop-down menu.
You can optionally specify user groups, the same as what you would specify while
creating a Virtual Warehosue for fine-grained access control.

5. Select the size of the Hue instance.
The default value is 1 x Hue Node. This indicates the number of Hue backend pods you
want to create.

6. Click Create.
A new Hue instance is created at the environment level. You can select the Virtual
Warehouse you want to use from the Virtual Warehouse drop-down menu on the Hue
web interface.

This document has been released as part of a technical preview for features described herein. Technical preview
components are provided as a convenience to our customers for their evaluation and trial usage. These components
are provided ‘as is’ without warranty or support. Further, Cloudera assumes no liability for the usage of technical
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